
TP-020/040/050-AW-W/NW/WW-C02/CS02TP-020/040/050-AW-W/NW/WW-C02/CS02TP-020/040/050-AW-W/NW/WW-C02/CS02

08

120°

PF

≥80

-20～40℃

VAC

220-240

69k 5

Description

TPF is good for anti UV & Ammonia, high protection IP69K & IK08 is suitable for multiple industrial 

and agricultural applications. Is designed for applications where water jets are under high pressure 

and high temperature are used for specific wash-downs. This will also include special sensitization 

and chemical cleaning.
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TPF-018/036/050-AH-30K/40K/60K-ZYYY



5500-6500K 2700TPF-018-AH-60K-Z5YY

2700-3200K 2450TPF-018-AH-30K-Z5YY

18
AH:220-240VAC
50Hz   0.12A

SMD2835
Ra≥80

3800-4200K 2670TPF-018-AH-40K-Z5YY ≥ 0.9

5500-6500K 5400TPF-036-AH-60K-Z5YY

2700-3200K 4950TPF-036-AH-30K-Z5YY

36
AH:220-240VAC
50Hz   0.25A

SMD2835
Ra≥80

3800-4200K 5360TPF-036-AH-40K-Z5YY ≥ 0.9

5500-6500K 7540TPF-050-AH-60K-Z5YY

2700-3200K 6850TPF-050-AH-30K-Z5YY

50
AH:220-240VAC
50Hz   0.3A

SMD2835
Ra≥80

3800-4200K 7500TPF-050-AH-40K-Z5YY ≥ 0.9

X X K

 Power :18W/36W/50W   
 Power adjustable:(T18/T15/T10) (T36/T28/T20)(T50/T42/T36)

T

TP:Triple Light 

Color Temperature:50( 5500-6500K) /40( 3800-4200K)/30( 2700-3200K)/

TC:T( Tunable);C( CCT：3000K-4000K-6000K)

Voltage: AH:220-240VAC/AW:120-277VAC 

P Z YF

 F:F Series 

K: Units

First:D:Dimming/S:induction/E:emergency functions /General: Space

Second:Light efficiency discrimination,   5:150lm/W   

Third:1.One-end entry line；2.Double-end entry line;

Fourth:Power Division:1/5: ZHENGYUAN   6:Cupower  8:TRIDONIC  9:LIFUD

Remark:

1.Suitable for humid and mild anti-corrosionmild environment；

2.The above are conventional light effect data；

3.Without emergency function for 0,6M;

4.Without power adjust and induction functions when DALI dimming.

Coding principle

X X X X X Y Y

Technical Parameters

Tool free installation:10s to complete the installation.
CCT & power tunable :Less SKU

3 or 5 wires loop in and out to be linkable in series

Smooth and clean surface, easy to clean oil and dirt, excellent choice for food factory and farms

High protection and corrosion resistance rating，IP67 & IP69K；PMMA cover,resistant to 
corrosive gases such as ammonia, chlorine, etc.

Plug & play sensors , easy & flexible installation,can be installed wherever needed

Features

Model CCT
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Brightness

Holdtime 
Options

Daylight

Threshold

Detection
Area

It means daylight disabled.Daylight 
Disable

Close Close detection area, about 1-3m.

Far Far detection area, about 3-6m.

Remark:
TPF series without daylight threshold function.

Stand-by 

period

Hold time End of 
stand-by 

Light goes to the standby 
period and keeps only 50% 
of the current brightness.

Light goes to the holdtime and 
keeps current brightness after
motion leaves.

After power on,when motion 
detected,light ON.

Stand-by time elapsed,light OFF.
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Dimensions(Unit: mm/inch)

It can be widely used in farms,food 

processing, warehouse/logistick , 

car wash shop.

CCT

Power

AC/Dimmers

sensorinterface  
of sensor

Application

80
(3

.1
5″

)

3.Install the lamp into the bracket, adjust the required angle and then rotate the button to fix it

1

2

3

2.Open the end cap,choose the right CCT 

and wattage,then fix the end cap-arrow to 

arrow to make sure the end cap is place;

Size

Power 18W 36W 50W

600/23.62″ 1200/47.25″ 1500/59.05″
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CCT

Power

AC/Dimmers

sensor

of sensor
interface  

1.Punch holes on the mounting surface and fix 

the lifting rope and mounting holder on it.

3.Install the lamp into the bracket, adjust the required angle and then rotate the button to fix it

1

2

3

2.Open the end cap,choose the right CCT 

and wattage,then fix the end cap-arrow to 

arrow to make sure the end cap is place;

CCT adjustable
3K        4K       6K

Power adjustable (Factory set to maximum)

18W     15W     10W 36W      28W     20W 50W     42W      36W

Cable gland

End cap

Tri-proof light

DIM +

DIM -

DC 12V

GND&L1

L

N

from left to right

Sensor interface

Control components

Concatenated loade:18AWG/800W(conventional)   1.5mm²/1300W(optional)    2.5mm²/2000W(optional)
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Notice

Dangerous high voltage,non-professionals are not allowed to maintain the product;

Please confirm input voltage,frequency before use;

The lamp must be installed by professionals;

When connect wire of AC, the terminal shouldn't press to external skin, ensure good contact;

Please do not let water enter the internal, please do not knock against the LEDs' surface;

If external soft cable or soft wire of the light is damaged, it should be replaced by manufacturer or service 

agent or personnel with similar qualification to avoid danger;

Corrosivity in the using environment can't exceed the anti-corrosion grade regulation, if you have special 

requirement, please first consult with our company.

Working environment temperature of products with emergency function: 0℃-40℃；

Please first read the product specification carefully, make sure the using environment conform to 

specification, then it can be used;

If there is any damage to the cover of the product, it should be taken as defective product and do not use it;

Please read the instructions carefully before installation

Power off before installation;

When connecting the emergency function lamp  , pass the input cable through the end cap ,and then 

insert it into the quick wiring terminal to ensure reliable contact, and tighten the cable gland on the end cap;

When wiring the conventional function and DALI dimming function, reserve enough cables, pass the cable

through the cable gland  on the end cap, and then connect it to the power AC terminal on the lampshade 

and ensure reliable contact, and tighten the cable gland on the end cap;

Sensor installation: The sensor is fixed to the slot in the end cap, and the wire is connected to the 

corresponding terminal;

Pay attention to the corresponding position of the arrow when removing and installing the end cover;

Choose ceiling installation, fix ceiling bracket on the installation surface via self-tappingscrews and flat 

gasket,then snap the lamp body into bracket;

If you choose suspension installation, please first fix the steel wire on the installation surface, and fix the 

wirelock on bracket with nut, then snap the lamp body into bracket, finally adjust the length of steel wire;

CCT adjustable and power adjustable through DIP switch to realize the adjustment;

CCT adjustable default warm white before leaving the factory.  

 

 

1590x100x100mm

 690x100x100mm

 1290x100x100mm

 

1590x320x325mm

 690x420x325mm

 1290x320x325mm 9pcs/box

9pcs/box

Remark: The above weight does not include emergency function.
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